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Abstract. Compressing thin sheets usually yields the formation of singularities which focus curvature and
stretching on points or lines. In particular, following the common experience of crumpled paper where
a paper sheet is crushed in a paper ball, one might guess that elastic singularities should be the rule
beyond some compression level. In contrast, we show here that, somewhat surprisingly, compressing a
sheet between cylinders make singularities spontaneously disappear at large compression. This “stress
defocusing” phenomenon is qualitatively explained from scale-invariance and further linked to a criterion
based on a balance between stretching and curvature energies on defocused states. This criterion is made
quantitative using the scalings relevant to sheet elasticity and compared to experiment. These results are
synthesized in a phase diagram completed with plastic transitions and buckling saturation. They provide
a renewed vision of elastic singularities as a thermodynamic condensed phase where stress is focused, in
competition with a regular diluted phase where stress is defocused. The physical differences between phases
is emphasized by determining experimentally the mechanical response when stress is focused or defocused
and by recovering the corresponding scaling laws. In this phase diagram, different compression routes may
be followed by constraining differently the two principal curvatures of a sheet. As evidenced here, this may
provide an efficient way of compressing a sheet that avoids the occurrence of plastic damages by inducing
a spontaneous regularization of geometry and stress.

Systems driven far from equilibrium usually first un-
dergo a homogeneous increase of their energy density
which is thus equally distributed in space and time. How-
ever, beyond some distance to equilibrium, most of them
undergo a spontaneous focalization of energy on localized
areas corresponding to singularities, defects or so-called
coherent structures. Examples include vorticity concen-
tration in turbulent fluids, rogue waves occurrence on
sea surface, shock wave formation in thermodynamic sys-
tems, dielectric breakdown in media submitted to elec-
trostatic field, fracture in stressed solids, etc. In all these
phenomena, the energy density has spontaneously turned
from a homogeneous distribution to a highly localized
concentration. The origin of this “energy-focusing” phe-
nomenon, which stands as an emblematic example of self-
organization, still rises important questions and issues. In
particular, as the increase of the distance to equilibrium
goes together with a rise of the energy density, one might
wonder whether energy-focusing is correlated to energy
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density, for instance by being a preferred state beyond an
energy density threshold. If so, driving a system far from
equilibrium would imply triggering energy-focusing by the
irremediable occurrence of singularities, defects or coher-
ent structures. This will, however, not be the case in the
system described below.

Here, we consider the “energy-focusing” issue in the
context of elasticity by addressing the ultimate fate of
compressed thin sheets. Such sheets stand as an efficient
mean to separate domains, treat surfaces or confine vol-
umes in the form of thin envelops, thin layers or thin films.
Examples include graphene sheets [1], epitaxial deposit
at sub-micrometric scales [2], membranes at micrometric
scales [3], packaging at sub-millimeter scales [4], metallur-
gical structures at millimeters scales, geological layers at
even larger scales [5], the scale meaning here the thickness
of the object. Their common feature is to display a small
dimension, their thickness, in comparison to their length
and width. Following it, most of their properties can be re-
covered by treating them as 2d surfaces involving flexural
effects. However, in many instances, sheets may be sub-
mitted to geometrical constraints that force them to fit
into a reduced space. They then have to adapt their form
to restrictive conditions, something they may do smoothly
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or sharply, i.e. with small or large curvatures as compared
to their inverse thickness. In the latter case, they escape
the 2d surface assumption at the locations of large curva-
ture. They then form at these places surface singularities
in which a large elastic energy is focused with many im-
portant implications. In particular, the sheet properties
are usually altered there regarding electronic properties,
robustness or even elasticity, with a possible transition to
plasticity at the core of singularities. In this context, the
general issue regarding the origin of energy-focusing turns
out addressing whether singularity formation results here
from the global rise of the elastic energy density of the
sheet by compression or from another origin.

To address this issue in the present context, we shall
benefit from two major rules for self-organization. First,
as there is no intrinsic scale in elasticity, scale-invariance
and scaling arguments apply. Second, as elasticity is non-
dissipative in its elastic regime, energy landscapes can
be used to infer the preferred states, including those in-
volving elastic singularities. In particular, the occurrence
of a stress-focused state may be understood as the fact
that it has became energetically preferred as compared
to a stress-distributed state. Applying both these rules
should then largely help elucidating stress focusing, but
with possible surprises. In particular, the popular exam-
ple of crumpled paper where the compaction of a sheet
in a ball generates scars (fig. 2 right), usually yields the
common intuition that singularities and stress focusing
should irremediably persist when increasing compaction.
On the opposite, we shall find here that, surprisingly, the
two above rules deny this belief, in the sense that scalings
imply that singular states should no longer be preferred
at large compaction, if they previously were: stress should
thus defocus at large compaction.

To highlight the possibility of energy defocusing when
rising the mean energy density by compaction, we shall
exploit the existence of two curvature radii to specify the
geometry of a sheet surface. Fixing one of them here will
then provide a compression route definitely different from
that of usual paper crumpling. In particular, stress defo-
cusing will actually be evidenced on it in the linear regime
of elasticity. This will show the possibility of reversibility
of singularity formation in elasticity.

When stress defocusing applies, the ultimate state of a
compressed sheet should be smooth and regular. Its actual
existence will be evidenced on a dedicated experiment and
the apparent paradox regarding the common experience of
crumpled paper will be clarified [6]. This will enable us to
identify singularities as a thermodynamic condensed phase
surrounded in phase space by the regular diluted phase
corresponding to regular geometries and defocused stress.
In particular, the persistence of singularities on some ac-
tual compression routes will be shown to refer to plasticity
instead of elasticity. In this regard, the popular demon-
stration of paper crumpling with hands will appear as a
misleading example of linear elasticity since the singular-
ities that form should disappear at large compression but
actually do not because of plasticity only.

Altogether, this study will thus provide a modified
vision of the nature of elastic singularities and of sheet
adaptation to compression. In particular, on compression
routes, singularities, instead of being the rule beyond some
compression level, will actually appear as a transient state
governed by a balance between two forms of energy den-
sity, irrespective of the absolute amount of mean energy
density.

In the following, we first emphasize in sect. 1 the rele-
vance of an intermediate compression route between Elas-
tica and crumpled paper to address singularity occurrence.
We then report in sect. 2 the experimental compression of
an elastic sheet between cylinders and the resulting evi-
dence of stress defocusing. Energy arguments for stress fo-
cusing or defocusing are then addressed in sect. 3 together
with scaling arguments so as to end up with a quantita-
tive criterion for defocusing. Taking a more general view-
point, the surprising phenomenon of stress defocusing un-
der compression is linked in sect. 4 to the natural stress
defocusing under decompression by using scale-invariance
and an additional scale symmetry. Limiting phenomena
during sheet compression as the buckling saturation and
the plastic transition are determined in sect. 5 before syn-
thesizing the results in sect. 6 in a phase diagram. Forces
during compression are then determined experimentally
in sect. 7 in both stress-focused or -defocused phases to-
gether with their relevant scalings. This is followed by a
conclusion on the implications of this study for the nature
of singularities in elasticity.

1 On singularities in plate elasticity: from
Elastica to crumpled paper

The deformation of thin sheets can be decomposed into
two parts: one related to the stretching of a sheet viewed
as a 2d surface and one related to the sheet’s curvature [7–
9]. The energy associated with the former is proportional
to the sheet thickness h and the latter to its cube, h3. As
this thickness is the smallest scale on thin sheets, stretch
appears as the dominant stress both on singularities and
on the non-singular states on which they appear. Accord-
ingly, singularity formation actually corresponds to focus-
ing that stretch on singularities, leaving unstretched but
possibly curved domains in between. Viewed this way, the
role of singularities may be considered as to relax the elas-
tic stress in the remaining sheet parts: the bending stress
for so-called ridges [10–12] and the stretching stress for so-
called developable cones (d-cones) [13–15,9]. In this sense,
they appear as inner degrees of freedom for adapting the
geometric constraints imposed to compressed sheets.

Interestingly, in-plane stretching is generated by those
sheet deformations that involve a Gaussian curvature G,
actually equal to the product of the two principal curva-
tures c1, c2, at a point: G = c1c2. Usually, compacting
sheets cannot avoid generating Gaussian curvatures, thus
stretch, until provoking stress focusing in singularities, as
on crumpled paper (fig. 2 right). However, the main point
of this work is to notice that, as two principal curvatures
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Fig. 1. Different compression routes regarding singularity occurrence: (a) Compression between flat plates. Folds axes are
straight so that a principal curvature c2 is forced to vanish: c2 = 0, G = 0. The compression route shows no singularity.
(b) Compression between cylinders. Fold axes are bent by the cylinders so that a principal curvature c2 is forced to be that of
the cylinders: c2 = 1/R, G �= 0. (c) Compression by a shrinking sphere of radius Rs. This corresponds to the crumpled paper
configuration. Principal curvatures do not vanish and are about the same: c1 ≡ c2 ≡ 1/Rs, G �= 0. This generates singularities.

Fig. 2. Left: Buckling cascade on a sheet compressed between parallel plates. Reproduced with permission from [19]. Right:
Crumpled paper crushed in hands.

are involved in the Gaussian curvature G, several phys-
ically different compacting routes may occur depending
on the correlations involved between these principal cur-
vatures. Exploring them here is therefore suitable to im-
prove our understanding of stress focusing. Three partic-
ular routes are worth being distinguished:

– Elastica or one vanishing curvature: c2 = 0, G = 0.
One may annihilate one curvature, simply by forbid-
ding curvature on a direction (fig. 1a). This is achieved
in practice by compressing sheets in between parallel
plates. Then, a family of parallel folds may be gener-
ated by iterated bucklings, all parallel to one direction
of the plates (fig. 2a). One curvature, c1, is thus pro-
vided by folds but the other, c2 = 0, vanishes since
it corresponds to the uncurved direction of fold axes.
This yields G = 0 so that geometry does not generate
stretching and therefore, no singularity at any com-
pression level. The sheet is thus equivalent to a set of
rods whose elastic evolutions are modeled by the so-
called Euler’s “Elastica” [16,17].

– Isotropic compression and crumpled paper: c1 ≡ c2,
G �= 0.

On the opposite, one may force the two principal cur-
vatures not to vanish and to take statistically similar
values (fig. 1c). This is achieved in practice by com-
pressing a sheet into a shrinking spherical domain, as
when crumpling a paper ball with hands (fig. 2 right).
Then, because of isotropy, the two principal curvatures
are both non-zero and statistically equivalent c1 ≡ c2,
so the term “isotropic” compression. A Gaussian cur-
vature is thus generated and increases with compaction
until singularities occur.

– Anisotropic compression: c2 fixed, G �= 0.
Finally, a third route, actually intermediate between
the two above opposite routes, may be designed by
compressing sheets not between plates or a sphere but
between cylinders (fig. 1b). Taking the cylinders cur-
vature radius R large compared to the gap between
them, this looks locally similar to a compression be-
tween parallel plates so that a family of parallel folds
is expected. However, the fixed cylinder curvature nev-
ertheless bends their fold axes and this makes all the
difference. The curvature c2, instead of being zero
as on the Elastica route, is fixed here to a non-zero
value equal to the inverse cylinder curvature radius
c2 = 1/R. A non-zero Gaussian curvature is then gen-
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Fig. 3. A compressing device (a) involves cylindrical plates distant from a controlled gap Y with, in between, a sheet clamped
on their curved sides. (b) By iterative buckling, gap reduction yields the generation of folds of ever smaller size λ, whose axes
are bent by the cylinders. This results in two principal curvatures c1 ∼ λ−1, c2 ∼ R−1, and thus in Gaussian curvature and
in-plane stretching. Reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.

erated yielding singularity formation beyond a com-
pression level. However, in contrast with crumpled pa-
per, the imposed curvature c2 of the fold axes is kept
constant here. It is thus uncorrelated with the remain-
ing fold curvature c1, so the term “anisotropic” com-
pression.

Should the difference quoted for the anisotropic com-
pression route be relevant and yield a different evolution?
The experiment reported in sect. 2 will provide the an-
swer. Interestingly, we note that the end result could be
anticipated from scale-invariance but we postpone the ex-
planation to sect. 4.

To facilitate further discussion, we recall the equilib-
rium conditions of a sheet weakly distorted from its planar
state (x, y, 0). Denoting ξ(x, y), its out-of-plane distortion
on the direction z, one obtains two conditions referring
to mechanical equilibrium on the in-plane directions and
on the out-of-plane direction. The former condition states
that in-plane stresses σi,j derive from a scalar potential,

the Airy potential χ1. The latter condition corresponds to
the first Föppl-von Kármán’s (FvK) equation

B△2ξ − h[ξ, χ] = 0, (1)

where h denotes the sheet thickness and B the bend-
ing modulus, B = h3

12
E

(1−ν2) , E being the Young mod-

ulus and ν the Poisson ratio. Its first term denotes the
bending contribution. Its second term corresponds to the
stretching contribution and involves the Poisson brackets
[U, V ] = ∂2

iiU∂2
jjV + ∂2

iiV ∂2
jjU − 2∂2

ijU∂2
ijV . However, a

compatibility condition must be added to ensure that the
stresses induced by the Airy potential χ actually derive
from the strains induced by the sheet deflection ξ(x, y). It
corresponds to the second Föppl-von Kármán’s equation

△2χ +
E

2
[ξ, ξ] = 0, (2)

where [ξ, ξ] = 2G for weakly distorted surfaces.

1 One has σx,x = ∂2χ/∂y2, σx,y = −∂2χ/∂x∂y, σy,y = ∂2χ/

∂x2.

The bending energy density writes eb = B[2C2 − (1 −
ν)G], where C = (c1 + c2)/2 denotes the mean sheet cur-
vature. When integrated over the whole sheet, the con-
tribution of the Gaussian curvature is constrained by the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem [18] which states that the integral
of G over a compact surface is related to a topological
invariant, the Euler characteristics of the surface, and to
the boundary integral of the geodesic curvature at the
surface boundary. However, here, the small curvature of
the boundaries on which the sheet is clamped negligibly
changes its shape there, so that the boundary integral and
finally the surface integral of G hold a value close to the
one they have for a compression between planes. However,
as the Gaussian curvature vanishes in this case, its net in-
tegral contribution would be zero for such a compression
between plane and, by extension, for the present compres-
sion we shall study. For this reason, we shall neglect the
contribution of G to the bending energy density eb here-
after and reduce it to eb = 2BC2 ∼ Eh3C2.

The stretching energy density es has no such general
direct relationship to geometry but may be evaluated in
specific situations from the FvK equations and its differ-
ential definition δes = hσijδγij

where the strain tensor γ

is linearly related to the stress tensor σ.

2 Experiment

We compress a sheet between parallel cylinders so that
their curvature radius R fixes one of the sheet’s principal
curvature [6]. For this, the sheet is clamped on two of its
sides on a cylinder along a curved direction normal to the
cylinder generatrix. As fold axes will be parallel to the
clamped sides, this configuration will force them to adopt
the cylinder curvature and bend (fig. 3).

2.1 Set-up

The compression set-up consists in a fixed upper plate and
a moving lower plate between which the sheet to compress
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Fig. 4. Left: Clamped sheet prior compression showing two ridges at the contact lines between the sheet and the cylinder.
Reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society. Right: buckled ping-pong ball showing
ridges where large curvature and stretch are focused.

Fig. 5. Experimental pictures taken from above; h = 180 microns. Colors refer to left (red, bright) or right (blue, bright)
fold sides. Clamped sides are shown by black ticks. They are actually curved following the cylinder curvature. Compression
increases from (a) to (f). a) Single fold with ridge. (b) Two folds with ridges. (c) (d) (e) Four, six and eight folds with ridges
and d-cones. (f) Regular state of twelve folds involving no singularity. Reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright (2012)
by the American Physical Society.

is placed. The lower plate is pushed up by a piston placed
in the middle of the system but is blocked by three stepper
motors before touching the upper plate. These motors thus
enable to drive the gap Y between the compressing plates
to an accuracy of a tenth of microns.

The upper plate is transparent and allows visualiza-
tion from above. For the present experiment, the plates,
usually flat, have been replaced by cylinders made of plex-
iglass for the upper plate and of polyethylene for the lower
plate. Thin rulers enable the sheet to be clamped on the
curved sides of the lower cylindrical plate. Visualization
of the sheet form has been achieved by illuminating the
set-up from the sides with two different colors, red and
blue. This makes the right and left flanks of the sheet
folds appear in different colors on the images recorded by
a camera fixed on top of the set-up.

The sheet is made of polycarbonate with a Young mod-
ulus E = 0.223GPa. It has the following dimensions:
length l = 155mm, width L = 189mm, and thickness
h ranging from 0.05mm to 0.5mm. It is clamped along
its length onto the bottom cylinder. As the distance be-
tween the clamping arches, X = 180mm, is smaller than
the sheet width L, the sheet is thus already buckled before
compression (fig. 4 left). Finally, the cylinder curvature ra-
dius, R = 50 cm, is large compared to the few millimeters
gap Y and thus the fold sizes, so that the configuration is
locally close to a compression between parallel plates.

2.2 Compression route and defocusing

The cylinder curvature radius being large, the compression
route shares some analogy with the Elastica route [19–21].
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In particular, a buckling cascade is observed with the fold
number increasing2 as compression proceeds (fig. 5). In
fact, because in-plane strains are very low in a buckled
sheet, geometric inextensibility stands as a good approxi-
mation. It leads to an increasing number of folds n ∼ 1/Y
with compression and to a decreasing fold width λ = X/n.
In particular, the ratio λ/Y varies in a short range that
depends on the excess length L/X and which corresponds
in practice here to the range [20/3, 9]. Accordingly, the
number n = X/λ of folds varies so that nY = XY/λ is
bounded in the range [X/9, 3X/20], i.e. [20, 27] mm here.

Before compression by the upper plate, the clamped
sheet exhibits two domains in contact with a cylinder with
a fold in between (fig. 4, left). The frontier between them
corresponds to an elastic defect, denoted “ridge”, on which
curvature is focused. It is analogous to that observed when
peeling a film adhering on a cylinder [23] or on a buckled
ping-pong ball (fig. 4, right) [24,9,25]. However, in con-
trast with a poked ping-pong ball, no plastic deformation
is involved here.

As compression proceeds together with the resulting
successive bucklings, the sheet first exhibits an increasing
number of ridges at the contact domains with cylinders
(fig. 5a,b). However, on further compression, another kind
of defect appears, the d-cone (fig. 5c,d,e).

This kind of defect corresponds to those found when
distorting a planar sheet by pressing it with a sharp
tip [14,15]. All the in-plane stretching is then focused on
this tip, leaving the remaining of the sheet unstretched.
Moreover, the sheet is not axisymmetric with respect to
the tip axis and displays a folded circumference that makes
the difference with an axisymmetric cone. This traces back
to the fact that the cone is not a developable surface, i.e.
that it cannot be continuously mapped onto a plane with-
out cutting it somewhere.

These d-cones thus involve a large curvature at their
tip (fig. 5c,d,e) with, therefore, a large stretch there. How-
ever, as a balance, they enable a lower stretching in the
remaining of the sheet, as on the canonical example of a
sheet pressed with a tip [14].

In our experiment, the number of d-cones increases
with the fold number, each fold displaying its d-cone
(fig. 5c,d,e). Accordingly, focusing stress on the tip of
elastic defects seems to be the nominal mean for self-
organizing the sheet so as to adapt compression. Viewed
this way, there should be no reason to self-organize dif-
ferently when compressing further. However, somewhat
surprisingly, beyond a fold number nc, all d-cones sponta-
neously disappear from the bulk leaving a smooth, regular,
state, free of elastic defect (fig. 5f) [6]. Then, further in-
creasing compression simply yields further buckling with
no longer any defect occurrence.

It should be noticed that this regular state made of
parallel defect-free folds nevertheless involves stretch and
non-zero Gaussian curvature G since the fold axes are bent
by the cylinders. However, the difference with the defect
state is that this stretch is distributed on the whole sheet

2 In fact the number of fold saturates for very high compres-
sion [22] with consequences discussed in sect. 5.1.

Fig. 6. Critical number of folds nc at the uncrumpling tran-
sition for different sheet thicknesses h. Continuous line corre-
sponds to 2πγcnc = (hR/2X2)−1/2 with γc = 0.55 as best fit-
ting coefficient. Inset: same data in log-log scales. Reproduced
with permission from [6]. Copyright (2012) by the American
Physical Society.

instead of being concentrated in localized areas. The mor-
phological transition on defect appearance/disappearance
therefore corresponds to a transition from a condensed
stretch to a distributed stretch or, equivalently to a stress-
defocusing process. The remaining of this study is devoted
to understanding it.

2.3 Defocusing scaling

Varying h by a factor 10, from 0.05 to 0.5mm at other-
wise same length and width, we observed similar routes
exhibiting the same qualitative events and only display-
ing quantitative variations. In particular, the fold num-
ber nc at which stress defocusing occurs, has been found
to vary with h as a power law: nc ∝ h−1/2 (fig. 6).
Because the relevant characteristic scales are the cylin-
der radius R, the distances X between arches, the sheet
width L and the sheet thickness h, one may expect from
dimensionality a scaling relationship of the kind nc ∝
(R/h)α(X/h)β(L/h)γ . The objective of the modeling will
thus be to determine these exponents and recover the ob-
served fact that their sum is 1/2.

3 Energy criterion for stress focusing and
scalings

In the introduction, we have argued that energy could
help clarifying the origin of stress defocusing and more
generally the self-organization of elastic sheets within pre-
scribed boundaries. The argument consists in selecting the
observed state as the less energetic state, leaving aside
the issue regarding the path required to change state and,
therefore, possible metastability. Here, we would like to
make this argument quantitative [6] so as to recover the
location of the stress defocusing transition on the compres-
sion route and especially the power law variation nc(h).
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3.1 Energy criterion for stress focusing or defocusing

Our goal is to compare the sheet elastic energy E in a
stress-focused state and in a stress-defocused state. This
energy expresses as the integral over the sheet surface of
its energy density e: E =

∫
sheet

eds. Here e can be decom-
posed in a bending contribution eb, a stretching contribu-
tion es and a defect contribution edf , the former two refer-
ring to the sheet except the defect core and the latter to
these defect cores. To facilitate the comparison, we shall
denote the stress-focused state and the stress-defocused
state with the superscripts “d” and “f” respectively.

As the less energetic state is favoured, the criterion
reads

– Stress focusing: Ef ≪ Ed.
There is an energetic gain to focus stress in defects.

– Stress defocusing: Ed ≪ Ef .
There is an energetic gain to defocus stress on the
whole sheet.

– Stress focusing/defocusing transition: Ed ∼ Ef .
Both energies being similar, there is no clear advantage
in one or the other state.

In the defocused states, the defect energy density van-
ishes by definition, ed

df = 0, so that the energy density

simply writes ed = ed
s +ed

b . On the other hand, the absence
of multiple characteristic scales on these states allows the
scaling of their evolutions with compression to be deter-
mined from the FvK equations. Accordingly, in defocused
states, one should be able to follow the evolution of the
sheet energy Ed with the fold number n, as compression
proceeds.

By comparison, in the focused states, a similar deter-
mination is delicate owing to a more complex geometry
of the sheet states and to the difficulty in expressing the

energy density ef
df on a defect without solving for its inner

structure. However, denoting ρ the size of the defect core,
its energy is about B(ρ/h)1/3 [8] and, as ρ ∼ h, of the
order of B. Given a mean curvature C̄ corresponding to a
mean curvature radius R̄, one may assume that no more
than a defect will appear on this scale, yielding a defect
density less than 1/(2πR̄2) ∼ C̄2. Altogether, these eval-

uations provide a mean defect energy density ēf
df at most

of the same order than the mean bending energy density

ēf
b ∼ BC̄2: ēf

df ∼ ēf
b . On the other hand, the stretching en-

ergy density ef
s in the focused states is for sure largely re-

duced compared to its value on defocused states, so that it
no longer stands as the dominant energy density. We shall
then assume that it is of the same order than the bending

energy density ef
b : ēf

s ∼ ēf
b . Altogether, these estimations

yield, in average, ēf ∼ ēf
b : the mean energy density on the

focused state has reduced to the order of magnitude of the
mean bending energy density. We next notice that, as fo-
cusing does not largely influence the sheet curvature radii
beyond the defect cores, the mean bending energy den-
sity of focused and defocused states should be of the same

order of magnitude: ēf
b ∼ ēd

b , yielding finally ēf ∼ ēf
b ∼ ēd

b .

The transition criterion Ef ∼ Ed, i.e. ēf ∼ ēd, then
reads ēd

b ∼ ēd
s + ēd

b or equivalently, ēd
s ∼ ēd

b . Interestingly, it
is thus expressed on the energy densities of the defocused
state only, that we can evaluate. In physical terms, it relies
on the fact that defects relax the stretching energy density
Es on the whole sheet, leaving the bending energy Eb plus
the defect energy Ed, which are of the same order. This
is obviously energetically favorable when the stretching
energy is dominant on regular states, i.e. when ēd

s ≫ ēd
b ,

in which case defects should occur. On the opposite, for
ēd
s ≪ ēd

b regular states should be maintained. The criterion
for a transition between focused and defocused states is
thus ēd

s/ēd
b ∼ O(1).

3.2 Scalings

We present here scaling arguments to predict the defocus-
ing transition.

We first estimate bending and stretching energies on
a putative regular, defocused, state with characteristic
scales Λ for spatial variations, G for the Gaussian cur-
vature and C for the mean curvature. The stretching en-
ergy density es scales like es ∼ hσ2/E, where in-plane
stresses σ appear as second spatial derivative of the Airy
potential χ. This potential satisfies the FvK equation (2),
△2χ + EG = 0, whereas spatial derivatives extract the
typical spatial length scale Λ. This yields: Λ−4χ ∼ EG,
σ ∼ Λ−2χ and, finally, es ∼ EhΛ4G2. On the other hand,
the bending energy density eb scales as eb ∼ BC2 ∼ h3C2.
Altogether, this yields for the mean energy densities in
this defocused state ēd

s/ēd
b ∼ Λ4(G/hC)2 = γ4 and, for

the transition criterion ēd
s/ēd

b = O(1), γ = O(1) where

γ = Λ(G/hC)1/2. (3)

We stress that this estimate is very general and indepen-
dent of the configuration responsible for the folding and
the curvatures. It applies in particular beyond the partic-
ular conditions used in the experiment, i.e. the clamping
conditions and the cylindrical geometry of the plates.

Let us now consider compression between curved
plates, i.e. a large but finite R. Interestingly, in these con-
figurations, the energy densities can be derived exactly,
assuming invariance along the cylinder orthoradial direc-
tion z (see fig. 3) of both the deflection ξ0 and the stresses
(σi,j). Taking into account the cylinder shape y = z2/2R,
the sheet surface thus writes ξ(x, z) = ξ0(x) + z2/2R,
where ξ0 is a λ-periodic function with zero mean value,
λ denoting the fold width. Its principal curvatures are
then close to c1 = ξ′′0 , c2 = 1/R, so that G = ξ′′0 /R.
Invariance on the z-axis however implies a stress σzz only
dependent on x, a constant stress σxx and, by symme-
try, a vanishing stress σxz = 0. Equation (2) then re-
duces to d2σzz/dx2 = −Eξ′′0 (x)/R and, finally, to σzz =
−Eξ0(x)/R. Taking ξ0 ≈ Y/2 sin(2πx/λ) and noticing
that the dominant stress3 is σzz, the stretching energy

3 The force FvK equation (1) yields σxx ∼ Eh2/λ2, whereas
buckling cascade imposes Y ∼ λ(γ0/2)1/2 with γ0 = (L − X)/
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density writes es = E/2 ξ2
0/R2. The mean energy densi-

ties on the sheet then express as ēd
s = Eh(Y/R)2/16 and

ēd
b = Bπ4Y 2/λ4, so that ēd

s/ēd
b = 3λ4/4π4h2R2.

This expression agrees with the above general esti-
mate. Indeed, using Λ = λ/2π, c2 = 1/R ≪ Y/Λ2 ∼ c1,
we find C ∼ c1/2, and G = c1c2 so that eq. (3) expresses as
γ = (λ/2π)(2/hR)1/2. One thus gets here the exact rela-

tionship ēd
s/ēd

b = 3γ4, in agreement with the more general
estimate. We then note that mean stretching and bend-
ing energies are found equal when γ = 3−1/4 = O(1).
On the other hand, because λ = X/n, one gets the scal-
ings γ ∼ n and ēd

s/ēd
b ∼ γ4 ∼ n−4. This large exponent

suggests a very sharp transition with respect to the fold
number. Calling γc the value of γ at the transition, the
above expression of γ yields the critical fold number nc

at the transition nc = (hR/2X2)−1/2/2πγc. One thus re-
covers the experimental scaling nc ∼ h−1/2 evidenced in
fig. 6, with an expected critical value γc = 3−1/4 = 0.76
of order one, close to the value γc = 0.55 determined ex-
perimentally (fig. 6).

4 Defocusing routes and scale-invariance

The defocusing transition observed in the experiment is
intriguing since it occurs while compressing the plate,
whereas in everyday life compressing sheets usually yields
scar generation. The above sect. 3.1 has however shown
that, regarding the defocusing transition, what matters is
not the amount of energy, and thus the amount of com-
pression, but the energy balance between curvature and
stretch.

To further relativize the role of compression with re-
spect to stress focusing, we wish here to link the surpris-
ing defocusing transition by compression to a common de-
focusing route encountered by decompression. This way,
compression or decompression will only appear as a mean
to promote stress focusing or defocusing depending on the
particular configuration.

A convenient way to relate different elastic routes con-
sists in showing the physical equivalence of their differ-
ent states through scale changes. For this, scale-invariance
may first be invoked following the absence of intrinsic scale
in elasticity. In particular, the same evolutions of sheets
may be encountered provided all scales (sheet dimensions,
sheet thickness, geometric scales) are dilated by the same
factor: this is the familiar geometric similarity following
which elastic forms do not depend on scale units. How-
ever, as this similarity connects states while changing the
sheet thickness, it cannot be used solely to relate states
evolving at a fixed thickness as involved on a given sheet.
An additional symmetry is thus required in combination
with scale-invariance to relate the routes undergone at a
fixed thickness. We shall show that such a symmetry may
be derived from the FvK equations in the limit where the
principal curvature radii largely differ: c1 ≫ c2.

X. As σzz ∼ EY/R, this yields σzz ∼ (γ0/2)1/2(λ3/h2R)σxx >
7 σxx here.

4.1 Scale-invariance

Three kinds of characteristic lengths are in order on a
sheet state at a given point: the sheet thickness h and
the two principal curvature radii at this point R1, R2. As
the physical properties of elastic sheets involve no other
definite scale, they satisfy scale-invariance. Accordingly, a
family of physically equivalent elastic states may be ob-
tained by dilating all scales by the same scaling factor α:
(R1, R2, h) ⇔ (αR1, αR2, αh)4. This corresponds to a ge-
ometrical scale similarity which, for instance, may be used
to generate a family of equilibrium states by dilation.

In the present compression configuration, equivalent
kinds of lengths for characterizing regular states may be
provided by the sheet thickness h, the fold scale λ, the
fold amplitude Y and the cylinder curvature radius R.
Then, for a scaling factor α, one would have the following
equivalence of states: (λ, Y,R, h) ⇔ (αλ, αY, αR, αh).

However, as scale-invariance changes the sheet thick-
ness, it cannot be used solely to link the evolution of states
obtained on a given sheet, i.e. at a fixed thickness, unless
thicknesses prove not be relevant to state geometries. A
particular case where this is satisfied refers to compres-
sion of parallel folds between parallel plates: R = ∞.
Then, in this Elastica configuration, sheets involve no
Gaussian curvature and thus no geometrically imposed
in-plane stretching5. The only source of elastic energy is
thus bending via flexural terms so that there is no longer
a scaling competition between stretching (∝ h) and bend-
ing (∝ h3). In particular, the second FvK equation (2)
no longer couples the Airy potential χ to the distortion ξ
since [ξ, ξ] = 2G = 0. The sheet thickness h then reduces
to a scaling factor for the bending modulus so that its vari-
ations may be considered as a matter of scaling on forces
and constraints, as is the Young modulus. This means that
thickness has then no implication on the geometry of the
equilibrium state of the sheet but only on the magnitude
of the forces required to maintain it. Accordingly, h then
disappears from the relevant characteristic sheet lengths
for the sheet geometry.

As a consequence, the only remaining relevant length
scales are λ and Y since R = ∞. Scale-invariance then en-
ables us to relate equivalent states at fixed h by zooming
in and out: (λ, Y ) ⇔ (αλ, αY ). Consider in particular a
n-fold solution obtained after several bucklings (e.g. a 4-
fold solution in fig. 2 left, d). Each fold is then physically
equivalent to the 1-fold solution found prior to buckling.
Both are connected by a zoom such that the fold of the
4-fold solution whose width is X/n, with n = 4, is mapped
onto the 1-fold whose width is X, i.e. by a zoom factor
of X/(X/n) = n. Accordingly, the folds corresponding
to characteristic lengths (Y/n,X/n) and (Y,X) are geo-
metrically similar (and also dynamically similar regarding
forces as shown in [19–21]).

4 The symbol ⇔ means that the states referring to these
scales are both steady solutions of elasticity or not.

5 This assumption holds as long as the gap Y is much larger
than the thickness of the sheet, see sect. 5.1.
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4.2 Scale symmetry of FvK equations

When plates involve a finite curvature, R < ∞, h can no
longer be ignored as a relevant scale for the sheet geome-
try. It then a priori forbids the different states of a given
compressed sheet to be geometrically similar, since any
dilation would ask to change the sheet thickness.

However, let us deepen the analysis in the case where
the two principal curvatures at a point c1, c2 largely dif-
fer, as is the case here for R ≫ λ: c1 ≫ c2. Then, the
Laplacian operator reduces to △ξ ≈ ∂2ξ/∂x2, so that6

△2ξ ≈ ∂4ξ/∂x4. As, from relation (2), the Airy potential
χ follows the modulations of the sheet’s surface, the same
conclusion may be drawn for it: △2χ ≈ ∂4χ/∂x4. Then, as
B ∼ Eh3, one gets the following scaling relationships7 for
the first FvK equation (1): B∆2ξ ∼ Eh3ξ/x4, h[ξ, χ] ∼
hξχ/(x2z2) and thus χx2 ∼ Eh2z2. Similarly, the second
FvK equation (2) yields the scaling relations ∆2χ ∼ χ/x4,
[ξ, ξ] ∼ ξ2/(x2z2) and thus χz2 ∼ Eξ2x2. Altogether,
these relations yield χ ∼ Eh2z2/x2 ∼ Eξ2x2/z2.

A class of scale change which satisfy these scaling con-
straints at fixed h is the following:

(x, ξ, z, χ, h) ⇔ (βx, βξ, γz, δχ, h) with δ = γ2/β2 =
β4/γ2 and thus γ2 = β3, δ = β.

It corresponds to an anisotropic scaling which there-
fore modifies differently the sheet curvature radii. In
particular, as the large curvature radius reads R2

−1 ≈
∂ξ/∂z2, one gets R2 ⇔ β2R2 instead of a change by a
factor β for the small curvature radius R1

−1 ≈ ∂ξ/∂x2:
R1 ⇔ βR1. According to this second scale symmetry, the
following states are thus equivalent

(λ, Y,R, χ, h) ⇔ (βλ, βY, β2R, βχ, h).

4.3 Equivalence between defocusing routes by
compression/decompression

Let us now consider a change of fold width λ and fold am-
plitude Y at fixed R and h, as achieved in our experiment
by fold buckling: (λ, Y,R, χ, h) → (αλ, αY,R, χ′, h). Fol-
lowing the above scale symmetry, the later state is equiv-
alent to (βαλ, βαY, β2R, βχ′, h). Taking β = α−1 then
yields the following equivalence between states:

(αλ, αY,R, χ′, h) ⇔ (λ, Y,R/α2, χ′/α, h).

Interestingly, both states correspond to a variation of
λ/R at fixed h, one by varying λ at fixed R, the other by
varying R at fixed λ.

Accordingly, a decrease of λ/R at fixed h can be
equally obtained in two physically equivalent ways:

i) By decreasing λ and Y at fixed R and h:

(λ, Y,R, h) → (αλ, αY,R, h), α < 1.

6 Note that, in these relationships, the equality is even ac-
tually achieved within the modeling of the sheet’s surface
ξ(x, z) = ξ0(x) + z2/2R.

7 The symbol ∼ means that groups of variables evolve the
same way under scale changes of their variables.

ii) By increasing R at fixed λ, Y and h:

(λ, Y,R, h) → (λ, Y,R/α2, h), α < 1.

The first route refers to the sole decrease of both the
fold sizes λ and Y at fixed R and h. It is actually achieved
here by compression between cylinders. The second route
refers to the sole increase of R at fixed fold sizes λ, Y
and fixed h. It thus corresponds to the de-bending of a
fold axis (fig. 7). Both are however equivalent regarding
elasticity since they correspond to equivalent states linked
by scale symmetries. They must therefore show the same
evolution and, in particular, the same kind of transition
to stress focusing or defocusing:

– First route: fold de-bending.
Consider a straight fold with a fixed width λ. Bending
its axis turns out decreasing its principal curvature
radius R at a fixed λ and Y . As one may easily figure
out, this yields the generation of defects, actually d-
cones, below some critical value of R.
Let us now de-bend this axis by returning to its
straight initial state (fig. 7). This will make its defect
disappear while increasing R so as to return to the
initial regular shape. This route thus shows us that
stress defocusing may spontaneously occur by decreas-
ing λ/R at fixed λ.

– Second route: compression between cylinders.
Compressing a sheet between cylinders turns out de-
creasing the fold width λ by iterated buckling at fixed
R (fig. 7). As this corresponds to decreasing the ratio
λ/R, this route appears analogous to the de-bending
route although it is achieved at fixed R here.

Both routes being similar as viewed with respect to
the ratio λ/R at fixed h, scale-invariance means that
one should encounter stress defocusing by compression
between cylinders as surely as one encounters it by de-
bending a fold.

This symmetry argument naturally explains why com-
pression between cylinders should yield defocusing de-
spite the general increase of stress undergone by the sheet
(fig. 7). It emphasizes that the physical determinant re-
garding the occurrence or the disappearance of defects is
not the global amount of stress but its balance between
stretch and bending on regular states. In particular, re-
ducing the width of folds by iterated buckling renders the
curvature radius of their axis apparently larger, as com-
pared to their width. This corresponds to decreasing the
effective bending of their axis, i.e. to rendering them more
straight, until this effective bending becomes small enough
for defocusing to occur.

5 Saturation of buckling and plasticity

To complete the description of the route followed when
compressing the sheet between cylinders, we wish to ad-
dress two additional phenomena that may occur at ex-
treme compression. One refers to the actual compressibil-
ity of the sheet that has been since now neglected; the
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Fig. 7. Equivalence between fold de-bending and compression between cylinders at a fixed sheet thickness h. Fold de-bending
reduces λ/R by variation of R and yields stress defocusing. Similarly, compression between cylinders together with iterated
buckling makes λ/R also decrease but by variation of λ. Owing to the scale symmetries of the FvK equations when the principal
curvatures largely differ, this must therefore also yield defocusing.

other refers to the plastic deformations that may occur
beyond some strain levels. Both address the sheet behav-
ior when the inextensibility of the sheet and the linear
regime of elasticity no longer hold.

5.1 Saturation of buckling

At large compaction, buckling is found to saturate [22].
Then, a further decrease of the allowed depth between
plates is no longer accommodated by the curvature in-
crease implied by buckling but by an in-plane compression
of the sheet. This transition occurs because sheet curva-
ture has reached such a large value that increasing it turns
out to be energetically more costly than increasing the
overall sheet strain at fixed fold width. Following it, the
sheet can no longer be considered as inextensible even with
no change of its Gaussian curvature. As a result, the fold
width then stops decreasing.

To determine at the dominant order the fold width
at which buckling is inhibited, we shall neglect the effect
of the large scale curvature R−1 here and evaluate the
validity domain of this approximation later on.

If the sheet were kept flat, the relative excess of length
γ0 = (L − X)/X of the clamped sheet compared to the
allowed width X would correspond to an in-plain strain.
However, the sheet preferred to buckle prior to compres-
sion as well as on a large part of the compression route.
This is because relaxing stress by buckling was found en-
ergetically less costly than increasing the sheet strain.
In particular, Elastica shows that buckling occurs when
compressive strains stand over a typical value (h/λ)2. As
λ decreases by iterated buckling, the onset of compres-
sive strains required for buckling rises on the compression
route. When it reaches the in-plain strain expected on
a flat state, pursuing buckling would compress the sheet
more than if it were flat. For energetic reasons, it is then
preferable for the sheet to stop buckling at a fold width

λm ∼ h/γ
1/2
0 . Further compaction is then accommodated

by in-plane compression yielding a breakdown of the in-
extensibility assumption.

We may reformulate this condition in terms of sheet
strain by first noticing that, prior compression, one has
(L/2)2 ∼ (X/2)2 + Y 2 with X = λ, so that Y ∼

λ(γ0/2)1/2. As Y weakly decreases before buckling, this
scaling derived from inextensibility applies during com-
pression. Following it, the typical curvature strain hC ∼
2π2Y h/λ2 scales as π2(2γ0)

1/2h/λ and thus as hC ∼

21/2π2γ0 at the buckling saturation. The inextensible
Elastica route is therefore not expected to hold when
hC reaches a value comparable to the relative excess of
length γ0. This limiting condition extends to the close ge-
ometry of compression between cylinders insofar as the
additional strains implied by their curvature, of order
Y/R ∼ (γ0/2)1/2λ/R are weak compared to the typical
curvature strain hC ∼ π2(2γ0)

1/2h/λ induced by folding.
This condition traces back to γ < 1. It is thus achieved
not only at the defocusing transition γc ∼ 0.76 but usually
at the predicted transition to buckling saturation where
γ amounts to γb = (2π2γ0R/h)−1/2. In particular, here,
with γ0 = 5%, h < 0.5mm and R = 500mm, γb stands
below 5 · 10−2. Neglecting the large scale curvature, al-
though invalid at the beginning of compression, is thus
justified in the domain where both the buckling saturation
and defocusing may occur. Accordingly, if the defocusing
transition is predicted to occur at a larger curvature strain
hC than that at which buckling saturation occur, buck-
ling will stop before defocusing could actually occur. This
is not the case in our experiment since, as γb ≪ γc, defo-
cusing will occur well before buckling could saturate at a
much larger compression.

5.2 Plasticity

Plastic deformations occur at the locations of too large
strains where the sheet escapes the linear elasticity domain
within which removing stress makes it return to its initial
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strain. Irreversible deformations then appear at these lo-
cations, i.e. here, at the defect cores.

A criterion for a transition to plasticity is the occur-
rence of strains larger than a threshold value, typically a
few percents, actually 5% here [26]. It applies to both the
strains relative to curvature γC or stretch γG.

The determination of stretching stresses from the Airy
potential together with scaling arguments similar to those
applied in sect. 3.2 show that γG ∼ σ/E ∼ Λ−2χ/E with
χ ∼ Λ4EG, so that γG ∼ Λ2G. On the other hand, γC ∼
hC.

On crumpled papers, because of isotropy, all the length
scales on a regular state would take similar values, in
particular the fold widths and the two principal curva-
ture radii. Accordingly Λ2 ∼ 1/G so that γG ∼ O(1):
this strain would exceed the plastic limit as soon as com-
pression begins. On this particular compression route, the
plastic transition therefore preempts the defocusing tran-
sition. Defects will then yield permanent scars, as actually
observed in practice. In this instance, no reversibility of
defect occurrence can then be observed either by com-
pressing further or by decompressing the sheet. However,
changing the compressing route may modify the hierar-
chy of the transitions encountered and thus the fate of
the compressed sheet, as shown below in a diagram which
gathers the whole transitions.

6 Phase diagram and nature of singularities

Following the above criteria, we may now synthesize in
a phase diagram the conditions required for focusing or
defocusing stress in a sheet [6]. This will be especially
useful to interpret the three canonical compression routes
that were compared in sect. 1.

The transition criterion γ = Λ(G/hC)1/2 = γc = O(1)
derived in sects. 3.1 and 3.2 applies to any states of thin
sheets. It thus enables us to determine the domains where
focused or defocused stress are in order.

As the strains referring to curvature, γC , and stretch,
γG, reads γG ∼ Λ2G and γC ∼ hC, the transition cri-
terion may be expressed γ = (γG/γC)1/2 = γc = O(1).
In the variable space (γC , γG) and in logarithmic coordi-
nates, it thus corresponds to a straight line whose slope is
1 and which is located according to the value of γc. Above
this line, one finds focused singular states and below it
defocused regular states (fig. 8).

Let us now place the compression routes in this dia-
gram:

– Elastica.
The Elastica corresponds to γG = 0 and thus to an
horizontal line with an ordinate repelled up to −∞. It
then stands within the regular, defocused, domain.

– Crumpled paper.
Because of isotropy, we deduced above that γG ∼ O(1).
This compression route thus corresponds to a horizon-
tal line located at values of ordinates about unity. It

Fig. 8. Transition diagram in the variable space (γC , γG),
where γC = hC and γG = Λ2G are the typical strains due to
curvature, and to in-plane stretching. The Elastica route stands
at γG = 0 in the regular domain. The isotropic route always
lies both in the singular domain and in the plastic domain.
In contrast, the anisotropic route leaves the singular domain
and enters the regular domain. It then yields elastic regulariza-
tion and stress defocusing before experiencing plastic deforma-
tion. The thick line corresponds to the uncrumpling transition
for γc = 0.55 (the experimental value deduced from fig. 6)
and black ticks to the observed uncrumpling transition for h
varying from 50 to 500 microns, including error bars. Buckling
saturation occurs on the right of the vertical line. Note that
the diagram would be similar in variables (G/C2, hC). Figure
adapted by the authors from [6] with permission. Copyright
(2012) by the American Physical Society.

therefore always stands within the singular, focused,
domain so that defects should occur at the very begin-
ning of the compression of a paper sheet in hands, as
may be directly confirmed in practice. As suggested by
the diagram, these defects should nevertheless sponta-
neously disappear when encountering the defocusing
transition. This will however never occur because the
whole route lays in the plasticity domain where de-
fects yields irreversible scars. The fact that plasticity
preempts defocusing on crumpled papers probably ex-
plains why the defocusing transition had not been no-
ticed before.

– Compression between cylinders.
Then c1 ∼ Y/Λ2, c2 ∼ 1/R with c2 ≪ c1, so that
γC ∼ hY/Λ2, γG ∼ Y/R. In addition, following buck-
ling, Λ and Y decrease similarly so that Λ ∼ Y . This
finally yields γG ∼ (h/R)γ−1

C , i.e. a line with slope −1,
located according to the value of h/R. As displayed in
fig. 8, it crosses the transition diagram from the singu-
lar, focused, domain to the regular, defocused, domain,
as compression proceeds.
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Finally, buckling saturation corresponds to curvature
strains γC of order 21/2π2γ0, i.e. to a vertical line sep-
arating the buckling domain on the left from the satu-
rated buckling domain on the right in the diagram. As
γ0 = 5% here, the transition is located well in the plas-
tic domain here and is thus inefficient here. However, for
smaller relative excess of length γ0, it would move to the
left and enter the linear elasticity domain. It would then
stop the route before plastic damage or even defocusing
occur.

The qualitative features of the three compression
routes addressed here are thus well recovered in the phase
diagram of fig. 8. In addition, we stress that the validity
of this diagram goes beyond these particular routes since
it relies on a general criterion (3) and on general scale-
symmetries detailed in sect. 4. In particular, the transi-
tion to regular states only depends on the sheet strains
(γC , γG) whatever the conditions that yield them (clamp-
ing conditions, geometry of the compressing system, etc.).
Nevertheless, to better emphasize the elastic behaviours,
especially the defocusing transition, the three routes con-
sidered here were chosen to involve homogeneous elastic
conditions. In particular, on Elastica and on the present
experiment, the compressing plates were either flat or in-
volved a single curvature and the clamping conditions fol-
lowed one invariant direction of the plates (e.g. a gener-
atrix of the cylinder). If more inhomogeneous conditions
had been chosen, for instance with arbitrary clamping di-
rections or arbitrary plate geometries, the diagram fea-
tures would still be valid locally on the sheet but could
vary on it. One would then get an inhomogeneous expres-
sion of the phase diagram on the sheet.

This phase diagram provides a new vision of singu-
larity occurrence in elasticity. Instead of being viewed as
objects forced by external means, by frustration or by
boundary conditions, singularities simply appear here as
a possible expression of a sheet state, besides an alterna-
tive one corresponding to a stress smoothly distributed
on a geometrically regular state. In particular, we note
that the disappearance of singularities under compres-
sion that has been evidenced here differ from that ob-
served when pressing a fold with a sharp tip [27] in the
sense that singularities disappear here in the bulk whereas
they are expelled to the sheet boundary in the latter
case. This difference emphasizes the fact that stress fo-
cusing or defocusing stands here as a bulk matter, actu-
ally similar to the spontaneous selection of a preferred
phase under constraint. This therefore makes this elastic
issue close to a thermodynamic issue, the different routes
being simply different kinds of path followed in phase
space.

Attached to this thermodynamic view is the require-
ment that forming singularities do not change physics irre-
versibly, since making a closed path in phase space should
yield back to the starting phase. This is actually satis-
fied in this experiment of compression between cylinders
since decompressing the sheet yields back to the start-
ing planar sheet without evidence of the history. Such a
reversibility is however not involved in paper crumpling

Fig. 9. Forces applied on compression plates at different sheet
height Y . Forces suddenly decrease when buckling occurs. The
graph therefore displays discontinuous branches that are in-
dexed by the fold number starting from 4 and ending to 10
here. To explore the whole branches, the sheet height Y has
been both decreased and increased, yielding a multiplicity of
states, i.e. of number of folds, at a given Y . As on compres-
sion between parallel plates, i.e. as for Elastica, branches begin
at very small force amplitude but rise to a maximum which
sharply increases with the fold number.

following the permanent scars generated by plasticity. Of
course, this complement does not break the thermody-
namic interpretation but simply complete it with an ad-
ditional phenomenon.

7 Forces

To further address the differences between regular and
singular states, it is instructive to consider the forces re-
quired to compress the sheet. They are obtained in our
experimental set-up from load gauges placed between the
pushing elements and the plates to compress.

Figure 9 displays the net measured force F with re-
spect to the sheet height Y all along the compression
route. As compression proceeds, forces undergo sharp rises
that end when a new fold suddenly occurs by buckling.
This yields a new state on which the required compres-
sion force has largely decreased. Still reducing the sheet
Y then yields forces to increase again until a new buckling
yields a transition to another branch. For a given number
of folds, exploring its whole branch however requires in-
creasing the sheet height Y from the buckling transition
that led onto this branch. This then yields the force to
still reduce amplitude below the low value displayed at
this transition.

This behaviour is reminiscent of the compression be-
tween parallel plates. There, repetitive vanishings of forces
were displayed each time an additional buckled fold just
reached an opposite plate [19]. As recalled in sect. 4.1,
this followed from scale-invariance properties inherent to
Elastica. Here, although this symmetry is broken by the
finite curvature of the plates, the compressed sheets never-
theless display a similar behaviour with repetitive minima
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Fig. 10. Test of the scaling valid on Elastica: n−3F (n, Y ) as
a function of nY . Following the rescaling of sheet height, all
branches begin at the same rescaled height. Branches referring
to singular states show a collapse that validates the scaling
on them. On the opposite, branches referring to regular states
show a significant drift which denies relevance to the Elastica
scaling on them.

of forces close to vanishing. This means that the intro-
duction of a finite plate curvature, although it generates
stretch, yields continuous evolutions of the system prop-
erties from those of the Elastica. In this sense, the plate
curvature may be considered as a regular perturbation to
the elastic system.

Figure 9 also shows branches that coexist on some
ranges of sheet height Y . This correspond, at a given Y , to
a multiplicity of solutions that also occurred on compres-
sion between parallel plates [20,21]. It thus corresponds to
a property that is already inherent to Elastica and which
is thus not specific to the plate curvature imposed here.

Encouraged by the similarity of the evolution of forces
to that involved in Elastica, it is tempting to address the
validity of the Elastica scaling on the force-height rela-
tionship. Calling F (n, Y ) the force acting on the plates
when n folds are displayed at a sheet height Y , this scal-
ing reads F (n, Y ) = n3F (1, nY ) [19]. It implies a collapse
of the curves F (n, Y ) obtained at different n onto a master
curve by the transformation (Y, F ) → (nY, n−3F ). By def-
inition, this master curve must then correspond in particu-
lar to the curve (Y, F ) obtained at n = 1, i.e. in the condi-
tions where this scaling is known to apply, to the Elastica
curve. For this reason, it will be instructive to compare
the rescaled curves obtained here with the Elastica curve
that would be obtained by compression between paral-
lel plates for the same conditions regarding sheet proper-
ties and geometry, i.e. here, E = 0.223GPa, h = 0.2mm,
l = 155mm, L = 189mm, and X = 180mm. This curve
was deduced from numerical simulations of constrained
Elastica using Euler’s equation [20].

Applying the scaling transformation of Elastica,
(Y, F ) → (nY, n−3F ), to the data obtained here at a fi-
nite plate curvature yields in fig. 10 a collapse on a mas-
ter curve but only on the singular states observed at fold
numbers n = 4, 5, and 6. In particular, the rescaled data
referring to regular states observed at larger n form curves
that clearly shift one with respect to the other. These dif-

ferences point out the different implications on forces of
focused or defocused stretch. We analyze them below with
reference to the difference sources of forces. In particular,
as F derives from the sheet energy by F = −dE/dY , the
different contributions to the energy coming from bending,
defocused stretch or focused stretch will yield respective
contributions to the compressive force F .

On singular states, the sheet energy is dominated by
the bending energy Eb and the defect energy Edf . The
former yields forces that satisfies the scaling of Elastica in
which only bending is actually considered. The fact that
the Elastica scaling works on singular states may thus
be interpreted as a negligible contribution of the defect
energy to forces as compared to that of bending. This may
be in particular the case for defects that keep nearly the
same energy once formed, independently of sheet height
variations. However, the master curve relative to singular
states surprisingly significantly differs from the Elastica
curve, although it satisfies the same scaling. This may be
interpreted as a larger curvature of folds as compared to
Elastica and thus to a noticeable implication of the large
plate curvature on the fold form.

On regular states, the sheet energy, evaluated in
sect. 3.2, writes as a sum of a bending energy Eb and
a defocused stretching energy Es: E = Eb + Es with

Eb = lX B/2(∂2ξ0/∂x2) and Es = lX S/2 ξ2
0/R2 where

the symbol (·) denotes the average on the x-axis, B =
Sh2/12 and S = hE/(1 − ν2). Although their detailed
evaluation would require a fine knowledge of the fold form
ξ0(x, z), one may easily determine their scaling evolu-
tion upon a change of fold number from 1 to n. Then,
variables change according to Y → Y/n, λ → λ/n, so
that ξ0 → ξ0/n and x → x/n and, finally, Eb → n2Eb

and Es → n−2Es. This reads equivalently Eb(n, Y ) =
n2Eb(1, nY ) and Es(n, Y ) = n−2Es(1, nY ) and yields
a bending force Fb = −dEb/dY and a stretching force
Fs = −dEs/dY which satisfy Fb(n, Y ) = n3Fb(1, nY ) and
Fs(n, Y ) = n−1Fs(1, nY ). Altogether, this yields a net
compressive force F (n, Y ) = n3Fb(1, nY )+n−1Fs(1, nY ).
To test this scaling relationship, we shall assume that the
ratio of rescaled stretching force over rescaled bending
force Fs(1, nY )/Fb(1, nY ) weakly varies with the rescaled
sheet height nY . Denoting it by m4, one then obtains
F (n, Y ) = Fb(1, nY )s(n) with s(n) = n3[1 + (m/n)4].
As shown in fig. 11, the scaling transformation (Y, F ) →
(nY, s(n)−1F ) actually yields a collapse of branches for
an optimal value m = 8.65. This validates the above scal-
ing relationship and the implication of a defocused stretch
on it.

To relate the scaling parameter m to physical vari-
ables, we recall that the bending energy density eb and
the stretching energy density es scale as eb ∼ h2Y 2/λ4

and es ∼ hY 2/R2 on regular states. Accordingly, rescaled
bending forces and rescaled stretching forces scale as
Fb(1, nY ) ∼ (nY )h2/X4 and Fs(1, nY ) ∼ (nY )h/R2 so
that their mean ratio satisfies m4 ∼ X4/(h2R2) ∼ γ(1)4

where γ(1) denotes the value of γ for a single fold, when
λ = X: γ(1) = (X/2π)(2/hR)1/2. One then obtains
m = µγ(1), the prefactor µ (equal to 2.13 here) depending
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Fig. 11. Test of the modified scaling s(n)−1F (n, Y ) on regular
states with s(n) = n3[1 + (m/n)4], m being a parameter. The
optimal value of m for a collapse of branches is m = 8.64. It
yields a satisfactory collapse on a master curve that is close
but distinct from that corresponding to the Elastica.

of fold forms during compression. Interestingly, the mas-
ter curve obtained this way is close to that of the Elastica.
As it corresponds to the rescaled bending force Fb(1, nY ),
this suggests that the fold forms on regular states are close
to those displayed when the compressing plates are flat.
According to this interpretation, the defocused stretch,
although noticeable on the scaling of forces, would not
modify appreciably fold bending. This contrasts with the
situation found on singular states where focused stretch
on defects did not seem to have implication on the scaling
of forces but actually on fold forms.

8 Conclusion

Crushing a paper in a ball yields the generation of scars
which denote a transition from a regular geometry to a
singular geometry. The stress distribution then changes
from initially regularly distributed to condensed on sin-
gularities, a phenomenon called stress focusing. The rel-
evant stress part in this focusing refers to the stretch in-
duced by a non-zero Gaussian curvature G = c1c2 where ci

denotes the principal curvatures at a point. Usually, two
compression routes are investigated, the Elastica routes
where G = 0 and the isotropic compression routes where
c1 ∼ c2. The former yields no singularity whereas the lat-
ter corresponds to crumpled paper. However, as two cur-
vatures are in order in G, intermediate routes may exist to
explore the full bi-dimensionality of the issue. The objec-
tive of this study has been to use a compression configu-
ration that follows such an intermediate route. It consists
in compressing a sheet between cylinders so as to increase
a principal curvature c1 only, while keeping the other one
c2 constant.

Interestingly, compressing a sheet this way generated
singularities which surprisingly spontaneously all disap-
peared at large compression. This unintuitive stress defo-
cusing by compression is at variance with the view that
could be inherited from crumpled paper. We explained it
qualitatively by showing from scale-invariance and from a
scale symmetry of the FvK equations that the decrease by

buckling of the width of the folds that are bent by cylin-
ders is physically equivalent to decreasing the bending of
their axes. As the latter route removes the singularities
that may have appeared at large axis bending, it cor-
responds to a stress defocusing. The same phenomenon
is thus in order when compressing folds between cylin-
ders and may be qualitatively understood by the fact that
cylinders seem all the more flat as the folds are narrow
and have low amplitude.

This interpretation has been made quantitative from
scaling arguments applied on a criterion for defocusing.
This criterion states that, as defects relax stretch and de-
crease the global stretching energy, it is advantageous to
focus stress only if the stretching energy is large com-
pared to the bending energy. This was synthesized on a
phase diagram in which a transition line separates the do-
main where stress is focused from the one where it is de-
focused. The bidimensionnality of this diagram echoes the
existence of two relevant modes for stresses (stretch and
bending) or for strains (Gaussian curvature and mean cur-
vature). In particular, the different routes addressed here
highlight the existence of two principal curvatures whose
features vary according to the compression protocol.

To explain the formation of irreversible scars, the
phase diagram has been completed with plastic domains.
This shows that the plastic transition may preempt or
not the defocusing transition depending on the compres-
sion route. In particular, it actually preempts it on the
isotropic configuration of crumpled paper but not on the
anisotropic compression routes investigated here since de-
focusing occurs on them prior to plasticity. Accordingly,
crumpled paper appears as a misleading example of linear
elasticity since the structures it shows, the singularities,
should have disappeared if the plastic transition had not
occurred. In this sense, it is a combined example of elas-
ticity plus plasticity. On the opposite, the defocusing phe-
nomenon exhibited here by compression between cylinders
fully refers to linear elasticity from which it naturally de-
rives thanks to scale-symmetries.

This defocusing was also observed in the anisotropic
compression between two spherical shells [22], where
crumpling singularities are replaced by a regular pattern
of wrinkles. We also note other cases where non-singular
equilibrium solution are observed on thin sheet undergoing
large in-plane stresses: when in-plane stresses have a large
tensile component [28–30], and when including singulari-
ties would not release the geometrical constraint that gen-
erates in-plane stresses, such as in the wrinkle cascade ob-
served in a hanging curtain [31].

Finally, the net forces exerted by the compressed sheets
on the plates were instructive to highlight the differences
between the focused and the defocused states and their
relationship to Elastica. On singular states the evolution
of the compression force as a function of the number of
fold follows a scaling law similar to the Elastica, but with
a different master curve. On regular states, the scaling
differs and requires considering not only bending but also
stretching effects. Accordingly, focused stretch on defects
modified the fold shape and therefore the force mainly
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due to bending torques whereas defocused stretch did not
modify noticeably the fold geometry, but significantly al-
ters the mechanical response, by the effect of distributed
stretching energy.

Altogether, these results provide a renewed view of sin-
gularities according to which they are understood as the
expression of an elastic singular phase in competition with
a regular defocused phase. Within this thermodynamic in-
terpretation, the bidimensionnality of the phase diagram
allows the elaboration of strategies regarding crushing. In
particular, using cylinders instead of plates to compress
sheets enabled us to remove singularities before encounter-
ing plastic transition. This could find interesting practical
applications for instance for largely compressing material
sheets without altering them.
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